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Buid enterprise applications








Meet your digital transformation goals without breaking the bank. Develop future-ready, mission-critical applications faster using LANSA’s professional low-code tools.




Get started
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Modernize on your terms
Develop without limitations
Optimize your processes







TRUSTED BY BUSINESSES RUNNING ON
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Deliver IT solutions at top speed




Leverage legacy systems to deploy more effective tools or build completely new applications in significantly less time versus traditional coding.
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Transform legacy software on the i

Facing challenges maintaining 5250 applications and keeping it all up to par? Take your IBM i (AS/400) applications to web and mobile with LANSA. Offer a better UI/UX and even add new functionalities with minimal coding.

Modernize IBM i (AS/400)
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Develop advanced applications fast

Create any application you can imagine with less code to write and manage. Unlock business solutions, go to market faster, and lower ongoing maintenance with LANSA’s low-code tools built especially for developers, by developers.

Explore professional low-code
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Simplify integration and automation

Build applications integrated with all your other business tools and systems. Streamline two-way exchanges via REST APIs or automate data operations even with external trading partners using a no-code EDI solution.

Set up integrations
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Transform legacy software on the i

Facing challenges maintaining 5250 applications and keeping it all up to par? Take your IBM i (AS/400) applications to web and mobile with LANSA. Offer a better UI/UX and even add new functionalities with minimal coding.

Modernize IBM i (AS/400)
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Develop advanced applications fast

Create any application you can imagine with less code to write and manage. Unlock business solutions, go to market faster, and lower ongoing maintenance with LANSA’s professional low-code tools built especially for developers, by developers.

Explore professional low-code
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Simplify integration and automation

Build applications integrated with all your other business tools and systems. Streamline two-way exchanges via REST APIs or automate data operations even with external trading partners using a no-code EDI solution.

Set up integrations



















See how others broke the glass ceiling with LANSA




Modernize with your existing team just like these brands. Help boost organizational performance with innovative technology you can build end-to-end using LANSA.
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“I estimate that we developed the Vehicle Management System at least 3x faster than we would have done with RPG.

”


- CIO at Porsche Cars North America 








See how Porsche fast-tracked management approval and global modernization with LANSA’s prototyping tool and multilingual support.

Read case study 
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“LANSA enabled us to do some pretty cool stuff, without requiring a budget increase for application development.

”


-CIO at Museum of Modern Art 








Check out how LANSA helped MoMA integrate its disparate systems to improve user experience from membership to ticketing and retail services.

Read case study 
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“It is extremely gratifying to see a mobile app in production that looks professional, works well, and is a huge asset for your company.

”


- Senior Programmer at Braum’s








Learn about Braum’s mobile solution that successfully eliminated unwanted friction between back-office and on-site work management, built using LANSA.

Read case study 



















BATTLE-TESTED FOR 35+ YEARS BY BRANDS YOU KNOW AND LOVE
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Get building in as easy as 1, 2, 3




Start confident and finish strong with complete LANSA developer resources.
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Learn LANSA

Find all the documentation you need for training and development.
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Watch Webinars

View our live and recorded webinars for extensive demonstrations.
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Connect with Support

With a global team and a support portal you can access anytime, we got you covered.
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Meet Professional Services

In case you need a helping hand, we’ve got expert talent to move your project forward.

















Want to see how it works?




Discover LANSA’s various approaches to modernization and application development using professional low-code tools. Get a free demonstration from one of our solutions engineers today.




Talk to an expert
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Need inspiration? Check out our latest content
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Future-Proof Your Applications: Strategies for Moderniz...

Application modernization is crucial for organizations to stay resilient, r


Read more
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Low Code Use Cases and Examples

Low-code use cases are limitless and applicable across different industries


Read more
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Amplifying E-commerce Efficiency with LANSA Commerce Ed...

E-commerce businesses must constantly innovate and enhance as market trends


Read more
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Low Code vs Traditional Development: Speed or Control?

In this tech-driven industrial revolution, software is as important as stea


Read more
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Ideation to Implementation: Rapid Prototyping with the...

When it comes to developing software, bridging the gap between business vis


Read more
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Low Code vs No Code: How Do They Compare?

Despite having the same underlying concept, low-code and no-code are unique


Read more
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Orchestrating an Automated Data Process Using Composer

Did you know that many business owners lose 20 to 30% of revenue every year


Read more
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Low Code: Complete Guide to Low Code Development

Low-code development is revolutionizing digital transformation; The accessi


Read more
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Self Service Analytics: The Bridge Between Data and Dec...

Business data is a precious commodity — to the point where, according to Ga


Read more
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What is Natural Language Query (NLQ)?

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have introduced new


Read more
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10 Benefits of Business Intelligence for Business Succe...

The benefits of business intelligence for modern-day, digitally-dependent o


Read more
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Front-end Development and Material Design with Visual L...

Front-end development is a challenging area for developers, requiring them


Read more
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Top 5 BI Tools in 2024

How well do you understand what makes your clients’ businesses tick? Even t


Read more
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Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboard: All You Need to K...

Similar to the dashboard in your vehicle, a business intelligence dashboard


Read more
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Data workflows you should automate now

Did you know that many business owners spend almost 20% of their time on wo


Read more
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LANSA EPC150060: New Features and Updates Unveiled

Introducing EPC150060, where we expand on key features to help increase dev


Read more
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Setting Up Third-Party Data Integration Using LANSA Com...

In today’s rapidly evolving digital business landscape, the seamless


Read more
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Creating PWAs using Visual LANSA

In the ever-evolving landscape of web development, progressive web applicat


Read more
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Developing Applications for Mobile Users Using Visual L...

Mobile applications have become indispensable tools for businesses seeking


Read more
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Data Mapping: Full Guide, Process, Importance

What Is Data Mapping? Data mapping is the process of connecting data fields


Read more























 






















Subscribe to our mailing list




Get fresh content on IT transformation and software development delivered right to your inbox.
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Get fresh content on IT transformation and software development delivered right to your inbox.
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SOLUTIONS




	IBM i / AS400 modernization
	Rapid application development
	Systems integration





HELP




	Training
	Service
	Support








LANSA PRODUCTS




	aXes
	RAMP
	Visual LANSA
	Composer
	ERP Frameworks
	Longrange
	Portalize
	LANSA Integrator
	Open for .Net
	Commerce Edition 
	LANSA BI









CONTACT INFO.




	[email protected]
	US: +1 (630) 874-7000
	AU: +61 2 8907 0200
	UK: +44 1727 790300
	CA: +1 905 238 1690
	JP: +81 3 5275 1201
	FR: +33 475 860 802
	SG: +65 3158 7443
	NL: +31 85 065 3977
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